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Arab citizens behind barbed wire
Documents in Israel's State Archives reveal disturbing truths about the military restrictions imposed on Arab city dwellers during the War of Independence
Adam Raz

T

he curfew and lockdown imposed in Israel during the
coronavirus epidemic may
have begun to feel like a
faded memory, but few know
that many of the country’s citizens endured a similar situation in the past.
Then, however, the approach was quite
aggressive, with the use of barbed-wire
fences and the demarcation of zones
that were called ghettos and concentration camps.
The imposition of a curfew and the
sequestration of the country’s Arabs
began immediately after Israeli forces,
during the 1948 War of Independence,
conquered cities that were either Arab
or mixed (Arab-Jewish) in their makeup.
The battles left thousands of urban Arab
residents under Jewish control. The majority of the Arabs did not take an active
part in the war, and those who remained
in the cities constituted a small fraction
of a defeated population – weak, without
representation and frightened. The long
months following the conquest of the cit-

Mapam’s Vashitz
condemned the fencing
off of the Arabs: ‘[This act]
will determine whether
Israel will be a democratic
state or a feudal state
with medieval customs
and Nuremberg Laws.’
ies in mid-1948 were a test in miniature
of the future relations of the two peoples
who shared the country.
In Haifa, which was conquered in
April 1948, no more than 3,500 Arabs
remained out of a population of close
to 70,000 Arabs that had resided there
a short time before. Jaffa, which surrendered to the Jewish forces on May
13, had a similar prewar Arab population, of whom only 4,000 were left. Of
the 35,000 residents of Ramle and Lod,
both of them Arab locales, about 2,000
remained after the Israeli conquest in
July 1948. In other cities taken by the
Israeli forces – such as Tiberias, Safed,
Beisan (Beit She’an) and Be’er Sheva –
no Arabs remained. Within a short time,
the vast majority (85 percent) of the
160,000 Arabs who remained in the rest
of Israel’s territory at the end of the war
found themselves under military rule,
subjected to permanent curfew and a
strict regime that demanded authorizations and permits for movement.
The principal documentation about
that period is contained in hundreds of
files of the Ministry of Minority Affairs,
which was then headed by Bechor-Shalom Sheetrit. The ministry, whose staff

had worked hard, in the face of serious
limitations imposed by Prime Minister
David Ben-Gurion, to improve the situation of the Arabs who remained in the
country, nonetheless found itself shut
down in the middle of 1949. Additional
documentation of great importance in
the Israel State Archives and the Israel
Defense Forces and Defense Establishment Archive is still sealed.
In other documents and papers from
the period, which were declassified over
the years, we sometimes encounter contemporary attempts to conceal and filter various remarks that would grate on
Jewish ears. These attempts are recent,
and not related to security issues: Censorship is being resorted to solely for
propaganda purposes.

Hard-to-swallow term
A flagrant example of an attempt to
hide offensive language can be seen in
the minutes of a December 1948 meeting of the ministerial committee for
abandoned property. The meeting dealt
with the decision to concentrate the
Arab residents of Lod in certain neighborhoods, so as to make room for Jewish
immigrants in the city. In this connection, the director general of the Minority Affairs Ministry, Gad Machnes, said
that he “thinks it is no longer justified to
hold the Arab residents in fenced concentration camps.” That comment was
redacted, only recently, by the State Archives in the file holding the transcripts
of the committee’s meetings. The logic is
obvious: Israel’s citizens do not have the
right to know their past.
An examination of materials concerning the fate of the residents of all of the
conquered cities reveals a similar pattern: Ghettos were established in them.
The term “ghetto” was hard to swallow
even then. The original title of one file
in the State Archives, which made use of
this charged term, tried to offer a more
reasonable substitute: “Transfer of Arabs to security zone (ghetto).”
The same pattern recurred in each
case of Arabs being moved from one
place to another. When Ben-Gurion visited Haifa, just days after its conquest,
he ordered the Arabs who remained
to be concentrated in Wadi Nisnas (for
Christians) and Wadi Salib (Muslims).
The Arabs would have to move to their
new places of residence by early July.
Yosef Vashitz, a member of the leftwing Mapam party and a leading figure
in its Arab Department (which dealt
with issues related to that part of the
population), was at the center of the
events in Haifa at the time. He reported
about the chaos that ensued in the wake
of the decision: For the sake of having
all the Arabs living in a single neighborhood, they were moved into homes only
recently abandoned, with no attempt to
ready them for new occupants, and with
no water or electricity. Vashitz quoted
Arab left-wing figures, according to
whom, “This is a racist political action,
not a military one, with the intention of

Barbed-wire marking the limits of the area designated for Arabs in Jaffa, in 1948. “It will be best to have special areas for the Jews and areas for the Arabs,” the military
governor said about the mixed city.
Israel Defense Forces and Defense Establishment Archive
creating an Arab ghetto in Haifa.”
Vashitz condemned the fencing-off
of the Arabs, maintaining that “this
concentration is the most important
act done in connection with the Arabs
in Israel. This will determine whether
Israel will be a democratic state or a
feudal state with medieval customs and
Nuremberg Laws.” The Arabs were forbidden to live where they wished, and
were eventually all accommodated in
Wadi Nisnas.
In Jaffa, too, it was decided to move
the Arabs. “It will be best to have special areas for the Jews and areas for
the Arabs,” the military governor, Meir
Laniado, told the city’s Arab Committee
in July 1948. Moshe Erem, who headed
the Minority Affairs Ministry’s department for rehabilitation and relations
with minorities, protested to Minister
Sheetrit about relocating local Arabs to
the Ajami quarter, which was surrounded on all sides by Jewish neighborhoods.
Erem noted that even though there
was no problem regarding security in
and around the city, “Ajami is about to
be closed off with a barbed-wire fence
that will rigorously separate the Arab
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Haim Kiryati: “Bahia Michal, a Jewish
singer and dancer in an Arab café, was
murdered in the Old City near where
she worked. The Arabs suspected her
of having ties with the Haganah and
the police.” A different report, attributed to an informant named “Bin Nun,”
notes that “Abdullah Hamamzi was under arrest for the murder of Bahia the
prostitute, and was acquitted.”
Yet another document mentions the
name of another suspect in the case,
Ahmed Jamal – “a well-known thief in
Tiberias, one of those who burn Jewish
homes and throw bombs” – who was
said “to have killed Bahia Michal and
was arrested and freed.” According to
this same report, the person who was
responsible for getting the alleged
murderer released was a well-known
Tiberias lawyer, Sudki Tveri, who
headed the local Arab National Committee and was also manager of the
Tiberias branch of the Arab Bank.
Was Garbovitz – who is generally
not referred to by her surname in
reports at that time, but only by her
nicknames – a “dancer in an Arab
coffee shop”? A “prostitute”? It’s difficult to know from the relevant documents, but it’s evident that the words
“her contacts” on the Izkor site refer
to physical contacts between the sexes
– not to verbal negotiations.

Missing pieces
The missing pieces of the puzzle are
provided in a book by a Haganah officer,
Nahum Av, called “The Struggle for Tiberias” (Ministry of Defense Publishing
House, 1991; in Hebrew). Av took part in
the liberation of Tiberias in April, 1948,
as the commander of its Old City, rose
to the rank of lieutenant colonel in the

Garbovitz’s grave in the Tiberias cemetery. Some sources say she lived with her Arab
lover in the Old City. 
Gil Eliahu
nascent IDF and served afterward as
deputy mayor of Tiberias.
Av was only 16 years old when Garbovitz was murdered but was already doing guard duty for the Haganah. A week
after her murder, his brother was shot
and wounded by an Arab; on that same
day, an Arab youth was shot to death in
the city. Av was arrested on suspicion of
having perpetrated the deed as an act of
vengeance and was tried, convicted and
sentenced by the British to life imprisonment. After seven years in Acre prison,
he was pardoned and released, on the occasion of the conclusion of World War II.
The three years of the Arab Revolt
were an extremely tense period in Tiberias, a mixed Jewish-Arab city with
a Jewish mayor, Zaki Alhadif. On October 2, 1938, a massacre was perpetrated
against the city’s Jews, during which 19
people were killed, including a mother
and her five children and a family of
four; a synagogue was also torched. At

the end of the month, Alhadif was assassinated. It was in this highly charged atmosphere that Garbovitz operated.
In his book, Av – who died in 2015 –
wrote, “In the Tiberias of that time,
which was a mixed city, a beautiful Jewish woman named Bahia Michal lived
in the Old City. Many notables from the
Muslim community sought her favors,
and local Jews blackballed and ostracized her for her shameful behavior, as
they termed it. For Bahia was a prostitute and ran a brothel, though she did not
give herself to everyone and kept herself
only for a few of the dignitaries of the Tiberian Arab population, who protected
her and kept her from harm.”
Garbovitz’s connection with the
Haganah began in 1936. At the time,
commanders of the Arab gangs in the
Tiberias region began to frequent the
brothel that she operated. According to
Av, she “discovered their identity and
their part in the blood-drenched events

neighborhood and the Jewish section.
That arrangement will immediately render Ajami a sealed-off ghetto. It is hard
to accept this idea, which stirs in us associations of excessive horror.”
Like Vashitz, Aram, too, thought
that establishing such a ghetto would
determine the future course of events:
“And once more we are thereby sowing
a toxic seed… in the heart of the Arabs.
A ghetto in barbed wire, a ghetto, cut off
from access to the sea. Shall this be our
political approach?”
In “Independence Versus Nakbah:
The Arab-Israeli War of 1948” (2004),
one of the most comprehensive books
written about the War of Independence,
historian Yoav Gelber wrote that the
idea of fencing off the Jaffa neighborhood was rescinded – but that is incorrect. Laniado, the military governor,
wrote that he was “thinking about the
possibility of reducing the barbed wire
and allowing the Arabs greater freedom
of movement, so that they do not feel that
they are in a detention camp.”
But in fact Ajami was fenced off, for
a period of months. In fact, the Minority
Affairs Ministry, which was constantly

at odds with the military authorities, reported in February 1949 that it was still
trying to obtain permits to enable Jaffa’s
Arab residents “to exit the barbed wire.”
One local resident, Ismail Abu Shehadeh, related, “They surrounded us with
barbed wire fences in which there were
three gates. We were allowed to leave the
area only to work in one of the orchards
around the city, and for that we needed
a permit from the employer.” The situation was played down, but Moshe Chizik,
who had served as military governor
before Laniado, maintained in private
conversations that Israel was violating
the terms of surrender agreed upon with
the Arabs, which had guaranteed them
freedom of movement in the city.
In Lod, too, the Arabs were concentrated in a single neighborhood, and
placed under curfew. On one occasion,
a group of Arab dignitaries from neighboring Ramle wrote to Ben-Gurion
to complain how, “old people, women,
youth and children were humiliated”
and made to stand for eight hours “under the rays of the hot sun without water
and food, and for no reason other than to
mock, demean and abuse them.”

As in other cases, in January 1949,
half a year after the conquest, the Minority Affairs Ministry demanded that
the military authorities destroy the
barbed-wire fence that encircled the
zone in which Lod’s Arab residents were
confined. Freedom of movement was
not restored until July, when the rule
of the military government in that area
was lifted, but the barbed-wire fences
were still intact.
Other archival documentation refers
to similar relocations and closures of
Arab communities in other cities, such
as Majdal (Ashkelon) and Acre.
For his part, Minister Sheetrit noted
that he “object[s] to the establishment
of ghettos for minorities.” In a letter
to cabinet ministers in mid-1948, he
wrote that relations with the Arabs
were “flawed and deficient.” He called
for “laying down a clear policy of equal
civil rights,” for fear reality would exact its revenge. His remarks are equally
pertinent today.

against her people, and made a decision
to assist her people to the best of her ability in its war against the rioters.”
When she realized she could be of
help to the Haganah, she sent a secret
message to the organization via a Jewish youth, saying she was ready to cooperate by providing information that
she could extract from members of the
Arab gangs who visited her. In addition,
she offered to supply information from
other clients as well: the British. According to some reports, she had a pistol – for
which she had a license – and said, “Everyone knows me – they won’t hurt me.”
Because of her dubious background,
the Haganah’s Intelligence Service decided to test her before recruiting her. A
Jew named Yaakov Mizrahi dressed up
as a distinguished Arab and introduced
himself in the brothel as Mahmoud Artul, an effendi from Nablus who was
associated with the leaders of the Arab
gangs. He told Garbovitz that he was in
the city to rest and visit Tiberias’ hot
springs.
As Av recounts in his book, Mizrahi
said he wanted “to enjoy the favors of the
beautiful woman, who had a reputation
among some of the notables of the Tiberian Muslim community.” Initially Garbovitz turned him down and sent him to
two other women in the establishment.
He declined, “pulled out a wad of bills
from his wallet and stuffed them between her breasts.” Garbovitz recoiled
at this behavior, refused the money contemptuously and threatened to throw
him out.
Fearing that he was going to fail in
his assignment, Mizrahi apologized
and parted with Garbovitz politely. He
returned the next day, and this time Garbovitz received him in her private room.
Afterward, she invited him to visit again
the following day at the same time; he
arrived on schedule. Subsequently,
when he felt he had won her heart, he
“revealed” important secrets to her,
supposedly about the gangs’ exploits and
deeds, and asked her to keep them secret

and not tell a soul.
Garbovitz passed the Haganah’s
test: The next morning she contacted
her liaison in the organization and told
him everything she had heard from the
“effendi.” Thus, for several years, she
“served her people loyally, despite the
risks involved, by passing on the important information she heard from the
Arabs who visited her house and were
plotting to wreak havoc on the Jews,” as
Av writes.
Av believes that many Jewish lives
were saved in Tiberias thanks to Garbovitz’s efforts, and that a good many
attacks were prevented.

enon of prostitution – Jewish and Arab
– in Tiberias.”
There are a host of stories connected
with Garbovitz’s name. It’s difficult to
authenticate these oral accounts so
long after the fact, but they are informative. According to one, a British officer who frequented her brothel told
her that Arabs were planning to plant
a bomb in a crate of vegetables in the
outdoor market. She passed on the information to a nephew, Michael (son of
her sister Rosa), and thus saved his life.
Another incident involved a client, sometimes described as a “rich
Arab lover,” who also told her about a
planned attack on Jews. Some of the
sources and testimonies maintain that
she was the “lover” of an Arab; others
say the two were a “couple” who lived
together in the Old City.
However, the exact circumstances of
Garbovitz’s murder remain unknown to
this day. Her family claimed later that
before she was killed, she had passed
on to the Haganah information about
planned attacks. The Arab who gave her
the information became upset when he
realized that it had been revealed to the
enemy, and sent hit men to eliminate her.
Some local Jews were initially
pleased when they heard about her
death, but when her good deeds on behalf of the Haganah became known,
“People arranged a fine funeral and
proper burial for her, befitting a Jewish woman with a pure Jewish heart
who sacrificed her life to save Jewish
lives,” as Av writes in his book.
Inscribed on her grave, in the Sephardi section of Tiberias’ old cemetery,
is the text: “POB [Place of burial] of the
honorable woman M [Miss] Bahia DR
[daughter of Reb] Michael Garbovitz,
murdered by cruel assassins on [Sunday], 11th day of the month of Iyar 5699.”
People at the funeral, according to
various sources, related that before
her death, Garbovitz said she knew she
would “pay with her life” for assisting
the Haganah.

‘Accurate’ information
According to Haim Hatsav, a native
of Tiberias who specializes in historical documentation of the city, three
brothels operated in the city during
the British Mandate period.
“Some of the workers in the ‘oldest
profession’ had considerable experience
in obtaining information from clients.
The reports that arrived from these ‘institutions’ about developments among
the Arabs of Tiberias turned out to be
accurate and extremely useful,” he told
Haaretz.
A few years ago, Oded Yisraeli, a
retired painter of 87 who writes a blog
about Israeli gravestones, looked into
the Garbovitz family story. In connection with the activity of prostitutes in
Tiberias toward the end of the Ottoman era and during the British Mandate period, he points out that “the war
conditions, the edicts of the authorities
and the locust invasion generated an
economic crisis in the country.”
He adds: “Many of the men were
mobilized and left families without a
provider. Hunger, homelessness, high
morbidity and mortality, and on the
other hand, Turkish army officers and
afterward of the British military and
of the civilian administration… influenced and encouraged a broad phenom-
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